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abstract

In this article we investigate the discretization in time of numerical schemes based on

the reform postprocessing Galerkin method for the two-dimensional Navier-Stokes

equations. The approximate solution is computed as the sum of a low frequence

component given by treating the nonlinearity in a small space and a high frequence

one given by treating the linearity in a large space. Moreover, we give the stability

and convergence analysis of the numerical solutions corresponding to the standard

Galerkin method and the reform postprocessing Galerkin method. Our results show

that the reform postprocessing Galerkin method is of the same stability and conver

gence rate as the standard Galerkin method with high modes which needs treating

the nonlinearity in a large space. Hence, our method should yield a significant gain

in computing time.

•Project Supported by grants of National Natural Science Foundation of China and Eindhoven

University of Technology
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1. Introduction

The purpose of this paper is analyse the properties of numerical scheme based on

the reform postprocessing Galerkin ( RPG ) method ( see [10] ) in space and time,

which is the extension of the postprocessing Galerkin ( PPG ) method presented in

[1-2]. \Ve consider the two-dimensional periodic Navier-Stokes equations, which we

write in functional form in some Hilbert space H :

du
dt + vAu +B(u, u) = f,

with the initial condition

u(O)=uo,

(1.1 )

(1.2)

where A is the Stokes operator and B is the projection of the nonlinearity on the

space of divergence-free functions. We refer to section 2 for the functional setting,

as well as for some properties of the solution .

Since the inverse A-I of the Stokes operator A is compact self-adjoint ( see [2-4] )

, A possesses a complete family of eigenvectors Wj which is orthonormal in H

(1.3)

For arbitrary integer k we denote by Pk the projector in H onto the finite dimensional

space
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The spatial discretization we investgate is of spectral type. A two-level spatial

decomposition can be introduced in a natural manner ( refer to [1-2,5-9] ) by con

sidering two integers nand N with 1 ::::; n < N and writing

(1.4)

Here Hn is used to describe the low frequence component of the solution while QnHN

describes the high frequence component of the solution. At this point, the value of

n is arbitrary; we will come back to that issue later. The RPG method presented

in [10] consists in introducing an approximate solution of the form

where Un and qn satisfy

(1.5)

(1.6)

while the standard Galerkin ( SG ) method with N modes consists in finding UN E

HN such that

(1. 7)

For the equations (1.5)-(1.7) we implement the following intial conditions

(1.8)

If we neglect the term ddtn of (1.6), we then derive the PPC method ( see [1-2] ).

After that, if we add the terms PnB(un,qn) + Pn(qn,un) in (1.5) , then yield the
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nonlinear Galerkin ( NG ) method ( see [5-9] ). The NG method and PPG method

are based on the fact that 1tQnU(t) is small for t ~ To ( where To is a large time).

These two methods are of the better convergence rate than the SG method with the

low modes after a large time To ( see [5-9] ). However, according to the equation

(1.1), if the data Uo E V and Uo rt. D(A) then 1tQnU(t) is not small on finite time

interval (0, T) for all T > 0, even it is unbounded. Hence, the NG method and PPG

method are not of a better convergence rate than the SG method on finite time

interval [0, T) for all T > 0. This fact leads us to present the RPG method which is

of a better properties on finite time interval [0, T) for all T > °(see Remark 5.2).

For time advancing, we use the Euler difference scheme. For some integer number

ko we let 6.t = !:a denote the time step and tk = kb.t, k ~ °. We construct the

following numerical scheme related to the RPG method in space HN :

RPG scheme:

(1.9)

(1.10)

where

o 0 k 1 l tk
+1

Un = Pnuo, qn = (PN - Pn)uo, f = A f(t)dt
ut tk

and u~ = u~ + q~ is an approximation of UR(tk) . Moreover, we also construct the

following numerical scheme related to the standard Galerkin method in space HN :

SG scheme:

~(Uk+! _ Uk ) +VAUk+l +P B(uk+! uk+!) - P fk6.t N N N N N' N - N ,

4
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where u~ = PNUo and ujy is an approximation of UN(tk) .

Section 3 deals with some stability of the SG scheme and the RPG scheme. Our

results show that the RPG scheme and SG scheme with high modes are of the

almost same stability in the H1(!1)2-norm. Section 4 deals with some convergence

properties. If we choose

(1.12)

then the two numerical schemes are of the same convergence rate. By recalling

the RPG scheme and SG scheme, we know that the SG scheme with high modes

consists in dealing with the nonlinearity in N-dimensional space HN ; while the

RPG scheme consists only in dealing with the nonlinearity in n-dimensional space

Hn and dealing with the linearity in (N - n)-dimensional space HN \ Hn . Hence ,

we conclude that the RPG method in space and time can yield a significant gain in

computing time.

2. Functional Setting of the N. S. E.

The 2-D incompressible Navier-Stokes equations in the primitive variable formula-

tion are written as:

auat - v£lu + (u· \7)u + \71r = F,

divu = 0,

u(o) = Uo,

(2.1)

(2.2)

(2.3)

where the domain !1 = (0, L1 ) X (0, L2 ) C R 2
, II > °is the coefficient of kniematic

viscosity, and F = F(x, t) represents the external body force. The unknowns are
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the vector function u (velocity) and the scalar function 1r (pressure).

\lVe will consider the periodic boundary conditions, for which we denote:

H = {v E L~er(O)2; div v = 0 and Jv(x )dx = OJ,
I)

v = {v E H~er(O?;divv = 0, Jv(x)dx = OJ.
I)

Let IT be the orthonormal projection of L2(0)2 onto H. We define the Stokes

operator

and the bilinear operator

B(u,v) = IT[(u· V)v] Vu,v E V.

The Stokes operator A is an unbounded positive self-adjoint closed operator in H

with domain D(A) dense in H and its inverse A-I is compact in H. Consequently,

there exists an orthonormal basis {Wj} of H satisfying (1.3). Furthermore, we

define the s-order power AS of A, Vs E R. The space D(AS) is a Hilbert space when

equipped with the scalar product (AS., AS.) and norm lAS. I,where (.,.) and ,.\ denote

the scalar product and norm in H. In particular, D(AI / 2) = V, the corresponding

scalar product and norm are denoted by ((', .)) = (Al/2., AI/2.) and II. II = IAI/2. I

respectively.

We define a trilinear form on V x V x V by

b(u,v,w) =< B(u,v),w >v',v Vu,v,w E V.
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It is easy to verify that b satisfies the following important property

b(u,v,w) = -b(u,w,v) Vu,v,w E V,

b(v, v,Av) = ° Vv E D(A).

We recall some of the continuity properties satisfied by b ( see [2-4] ):

(2.4)

(2.5)

Ib(u, v, w) I~ colull/211uI11/21IvlllwI1/21IwI11/2 Vu, V, w E V, (2.6)

IAul 2

Ib(u, v, w)1 ~ collullllvlllwl(1 + log A111uI1 2)1/2 Vu E D(A), v E V, wE H (2.7)

, IAwl 2

jb(U, v, W)I ::::; colulllvllllwll(1 + log A111 wl1 2)1/2 Vu E H, v E V, w E D(A) , (2.8)

Ib(u, v, w)\ ::::; coluj1/2IAuJ1/21Ivlllwl Vu E D(A), v E V, w E H , (2.9)

where Co > a is constant depending only on n .
Under the above notations, the system (2.1)-(2.3) is equivalent to the following

abstract problem (1.1 )-(1.2) .The following results are well known (see [3]).

Theorem 2.1 Assume that f E L00 (R+; H). Then for Uo E H, the system (1.1)

(1.2) admits a unique solution u E Loo(R+; H) n L2 (0, T; V), VT > 0.

Moreover, if Uo E V, then u E Loo(R+; V) n L2(0, T; D(A)), VT > O.

Finally, we need giving some properties of Pn and Hn in order to analyse the

convergence of the numerical solutions UN and UR. According to (1.3) and the

definition of Pk, Hk(k = n, N) and D(AS)(s = O,~, 1) , the following estimates hold

( see [2-4] ):

Vu E V
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Ak+llqj S; jjqlj Vq E V \ Hk ,

Ipl2 S; Akllpl12 Vp E Hk ,

(2.10)

3. Stability

In this section , we aim to recall some discrete Gronwall lemmas and analyse the

stability of the SG scheme and the RPG scheme.

Lemma 3.1 Assume that Ct, (3 > 0 and e ~ 0 satifies

Then

Lemma 3.2 Let ak, bk , Ck , for all k ~ 0 , be nonnegative numbers such that

k k

ak S; /:::,.t L bjaj + /:::,.t L Ci .

i=O i=O

If /:::,.t satisfies

then
k k

ak S; /:::,.t L Cj exp{2/:::"t L b;} Vk ~ O.
i=O i=O

We refer to [11] for above lemmas.

Theorem 3.3 If Uo E 11; f E LOO(R+; H) , then for all k ~ a

8
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where

M2 = Iluol12 + 2t~ ,foo = sup If(t)l.
II Al t?:O

Proof The proof of (3.6) is simple, we only prove (3.7) . Taking the scalar product

of (1.9) with Au~+l , (1.10) with Aq~+1 , by using the relation (2.5) , we obtain

(3.9)

Using again (2.7) , (2.10) and Young inequality, we derive

(3.10)

They follow from (3.8)-(3.9) and (3.10)-(3.13) that

(3.14)
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(3.15)

Applying Lemma 3.1 to (3.14) , (3.15) and noting

(3.16)

we derive (3.7) . #

Finally, let us also give the stability results on the semi-discrete numerical solutions

Theorem 3.4 Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.3 , Un, UN and qn satisfy the

following stabilities:

Ilun(t)11 2 + ~I t

e-v>'1(t-s)IAun (sWds::; 1112 Vt 20, (3.17)

IluN(t)11 2 + ~I t

e-vA1(t-s)IAuN(SWds::; .M2 Vt 20, (3.18)

Ilqn(t)11 2 ::; M2e-VAn+lt +~NI2(1 + 2c6NI2L n )(1 - e-VAn+lt) Vt 2 O. (3.19)
An +l v2Al

This proof can refer to the proof of the corresponding results in [4,10].

4. The Estimates of Derivatives

In order to analyse the convergence rate of the numerical schemes we need to give

some estimates of the derivatives UN,t, UN,tt and UR,t, UR,tt . Here we assume that n

satisfies

(4.1)

From (1.7) and (1.5)-(1.6) we derive
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Taking the scalar product in H of (4.2) with UN,t , (4.3) with UR,t , by using the

relation (2.4) , we obtain

We can derive from (2.6)-(2.7) , (2.10) and (3.17) that

V 2 1 2 2 12
Ib(UN,t, UN, UN,t) I S 411UN,tll + ;colluNII IUN,t ,

Ib(un,t,Un,UR,t)! S i11UR,t112 + ~c~IIUnI12IUR,tI2,

(4.4)

(4.5)

(4.6)

(4.7)

Hence, (4.4)-(4.8) , (2.10) , (4.1) and the Young inequality give

d I 12 2 4 2 2 21 1121 12dt UN,t + vllUN,tll S;IIItll-1 + ;co IUN UN,t ,

d I 12 2 4 2 2 2 21 12dt UR,t + vllUR,tll S;IIItll-1 + ;collUnll UR,t ,

where

II II
(ft,v)

It -1 =~~~M'

Moreover, we obtain from (1.5)-(1.7) and (2.9) that

11
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(4.12)

Hence, we derive from (4.9)-(4.12) , (3.17) and (2.10) that

d 4 2
dt (teVAlt//uN,t//2) S; VAl tev'\ltllftll~l + (1 + ~c~tlluNI12)eVAltluN,tI2

S; 4((1 + ~C~M2t)(lf/2 + C6~4IuNI2) + !\lft//~l)eVAlt
V v v

2+4v2(1 + -c~M2t)eVAltIAuN/2 , (4.13)
v

d 4 2
dt (teVAltjuR,tI2) S; VAl teVAltllft\l~l +(1 + ~c~tllunI12)eVAltluR,t/2

S; 4((1 + ~c~M2t)(lfI2 + C6~4IunI2) + ~llftll:1)eVAlt
v v v/\1

~ (tluN,tI 2) + vtlluN,t\\2 S; ~t//ftll:1) + (1 + ~C~M2t)luN,tI2, (4.15)

d
dt (tluR,tI 2) + vtlluR,tl12 S; ~tllft//:1 + (1 + ~C~M2t)luR,tI2. (4.16)

V II

Integrating (4.13)-(4.16) and using (2.10) , (3.17)-(3.18) , we obtain the following

results. X-Mozilla-Status: 0000

Theorem 4.1 Assume that Uo E V , f E LOO(R+; H) , ft E LOO(R+; V') and n

satisfies (4.1) . Then

{I /2 I (2} 8vM
2

2max UN,t ,UR,t t)1 S; -t- +M1 Vt ~ 0, (4.17)

max{i
t

S//UN,s(s)jI2ds, it slluR,s(s)112ds}

2t2 2 t
S; -2 sup Ilft(t)//:l + (1 + -C~M2t)(8M2 + -J\I[;) Vt ~ 0, (4.18)

v t~O v V
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(5.1 )

where

5. Convergence Analysis

In this section , we shall provide some important convergence results for the nu-

merical solutions corresponding to the SG scheme and RPG scheme. For the SG

scheme we introduce the numerical solution

and for the RPG scheme we define the numerical solution

In order to analyse the convergence rates of the numerical solutions u'R and u~ , we

have to give the convergence rates of the semi-discrete numerical solutions UN and

A simple modification to the argument given in [10] allow us to obtain the following

convergence results.

Theorem 5.1 Assume that Uo E V, f E LOO(R+; H) and n satisfies (4.1) . Then

the approximate solutions UN(t) and UR(t) satisfy the following convergence rates:

ML1
/

2 M
Iu(t) - uN(t)1 :::; G(t) A N +~ Vt 2: 0,

N+l AN +1

13
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where

G(t) - 4 M2 v-1 c2 M 2 t
T - -co eO.

1/

Next, we will consider some convergence results on the solution sequences {u'Jv}

and {u~}.

Theorem 5.2 Assume that Uo E V, I E LOO(R+; H) , It E LOO(R+; V') and n

satisfies (4.1) . If tlt satisfies the following convergence condition :

(5.3)

then

(5.4)

where

(5.5)

and

are bounded .

Proof. By integrating (1. 7) , we obtain

(5.6)
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By setting E'N = UN(tk) - u'Jv , we derive from (5.6) and (1.11) that

(5.7)

where

(5.8)

and the notation Ify is 0 . We now aim to estimate III~+lII_l . Due to (2.6) , (2.10)

and (3.18) , we have

Hence, (5.8) and (5.9) give

Next, by taking v = E~+l in (5.6) and using (2.4) and the relation

we obtain

2~t (IE'N+l\2 - IE~12 + IE'N+l - E~12) + l/IIE~+l 11
2

+ b(E'N+l, UN(tk+l)' E'N+l) =< I~+\ E~+l > .

15
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Thanks to (2.6) , we have

Ib(E,t+1, UN(tk+d, E,t+1)1 :s; co//E,t+llllluN(tk+1) IIE,t+l 1

:s; ~IIE,t+1112 + 2
1
v c~lluN(tk+dI12IE,t+l12 ,

I < Ik+1 Ek+1 > I < ~IIE 11
2+ ~IIIk+1112N 'N - 2 k+l 2v N -1 ,

By combining (5.11) with (5.12)-(5.13) , we obtain

(5.12)

(5.13)

Summing (5.14) from k = 0 to k = J - 1 and noting EJy = 0 , we obtain

We set

(5.15)

(5.16)

where bo = 0 . Then, by using the convergence condition (5.3) , we find that bk and

l:i.t satisfies (3.4) in Lemma 3.2 . Hence, we can apply Lemma 3.2 to (5.15) . So ,

we obtain
2 J J

IE~12 :s; v-1l:i.t exp{ -c~l:i.t L IluN(tk)//2} L III,tII~l . (5.17)
V k=l k=O

Noting that for k ;::: ko
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we then derive (5.4) by combining (5.17) with (5.10) . #

Theorem 5.3 Assume that the assumptions of Theorem 5.2 are valid ,then

where

(5.18)

Proof First, we derive from (1.5)-(1.6) that

By setting E~ = PNU(t k ) - u~ , we obtain from (1.9)-(1.10) and (5.20) that

~t(E~+l - E~,v) + V((E~+l,V)) + b(PnE~+l,u~(tk+l),V)

where

The estimate of III~+lII_l is similar to ones of IIIt+11l-l . By some simple computa-

tions , we obtain
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Next, by taking v = E~+l in (5.21) and using (2.4) , we find

2~t (IE~+l12 - IE~12 + IE~+l - E~12) + vIIE~+l112

+ b(PnE~+l,un(tk+l),E~+l) +b(u~+\PnE~+\QnE~+l)

Moreover, by using (2.6)-(2.7) and (2.10) , we have

Ib(PnE1, U n(tk+l), E~+l)1 ~ collun(tk+dl"IE~+111IE1+111

~ ~"E~+l112 + 2
1
v C~"un(tk+l)112IE~+l12,

(5.23)

(5.24)

Combining (5.23) with (5.24)-(5.25) and using (2.10) , we derive that

IE~+112 _ IE~12 + (~ _ 2coL;/2 A~~~21Iu~+lII)"E~+l112~t

~ ~III1+111~1 ~t + .!..c~llun(tk+l)"2IE~+112~t. (5.26)
v v

~From (3.7) and (4.1) , we have

Hence, we derive from (5.26) and (5.27) that

(5.27)
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We can prove (5.19) by using (5.28) and a similar method to ones in the proof of

(5.4) . #

Finally, by applying Theorem 4.1 , Theorem 4.2 , Theorem 4.3 and noting for all

where

( ) _ t - tk f./() _ tk+l - t
Q' t - flt ' fJ t - flt '

we can derive the following convergence results .

Theorem 5.4. Under the assumptions of Theorem 5.3 , u~ corresponding to the

SG scheme and u~ corresponding to the RPG scheme are of the following conver-

gence rates :

lu(t) - u~(t)1 ::; K(t){ AN~; + flt} Vt 2 0, (5.33)

lu(t) - u~(t)1 ::; K(t){A;;:~l + AN~; + flt} Vt> O. (5.34)

where K(t) is a constant depending on the data (t,v,Al,UO,f).
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Remark 5.2 Recalling section 1 , we know that the SG method consists in solving

a nonlinear problem in a large space HN ; while the RPG method consists in solving

a similar nonlinear subproblem in a small space Hn and solving a linear subproblem

in a large space HN \ Hn . Moreover, we recall that for the 2-D Navier-Stokes

equations An rv n ( see[2-4] ) . Hence, Theorem 4.4 shows that if we choose n such

that

n = O(N1
/

2
) for the RPG method, (5.35)

then the RPG method is of the convergence rate of same order as the SG method.

This may lead to substantial savings in CPU when doing numerical computation of

the Navier-Stokes equations .
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